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ABSTRACT 

A central criticism common to agricultural economic modelling approaches for policy analy-
sis is that they do not adequately take account of a number of characteristic factors of the agri-
cultural sector. This concerns aspects like the immobility of land, heterogeneity of farms, in-
teractions between farms, space, dynamic adjustment processes as well as dynamics of struc-
tural change. In brief, modelling the complexity of the system has not been at the centre of 
interest. In terms of modelling complex economic systems, an agent-based modelling ap-
proach is a suitable approach to quantitatively model and understand such systems in a more 
natural way. In the same way, this applies to the modelling of agricultural structures. In par-
ticular, agent-based models of agricultural structures allow for carrying out computer experi-
ments to support a better understanding of the complexity of agricultural systems, structural 
change, and endogenous adjustment reactions in response to a policy change. This paper pre-
sents the agent-based model AgriPoliS (Agricultural Policy Simulator) which simultaneously 
considers a large number of individually acting farms, product markets, investment activity, as 
well as the land market, and a simple spatial representation. The ultimate objective of AgriPoliS 
is to study the interrelationship of rents, technical change, product prices, investments, pro-
duction and policies, structural effects resulting from these, the analysis of the winners and 
losers of agricultural policy as well as the costs and efficiency of various policy measures.  

JEL: Q12, Q15, Q18 

Keywords: Agent-based systems, Multi-agent systems, Policy analysis, Structural change, 
Simulation. 

 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Ein oft genannter Kritikpunkt an vielen agrarökonomischen Politikanalysemodellen ist, dass 
diese nur ungenügend Bezug nehmen auf Aspekte wie die Immobilität von Boden, Hetero-
genität der Akteure, Interaktionen zwischen Betrieben, räumliche Bezüge, dynamische An-
passungsprozesse und Strukturwandel. Kurz, die Modellierung komplexer Wirkungszusam-
menhänge steht weniger oder nicht im Zentrum des Interesses. Agentenbasierte Modelle stel-
len einen Weg dar, das Verständnis komplexer ökonomischer Zusammenhänge zu verbessern 
bzw. zu quantifizieren. Insbesondere erlauben sie die Durchführung von einer Vielzahl von 
Computerexperimenten, mit denen Fragestellungen wie der Zusammenhang zwischen Poli-
tikmaßnahmen und Strukturwandel untersucht werden können. Basierend darauf, stellt dieser 
Beitrag das agentenbasierte Modell AgriPoliS (Agricultural Policy Simulator) vor. AgriPoliS 
ist ein räumlich-dynamisches Modell einer Agrarstruktur, in dem eine Vielzahl individuell 
abgebildeter landwirtschaftlicher Unternehmen in einer vereinfacht dargestellten Agrarregion 
agiert und beispielsweise um begrenzt verfügbare landwirtschaftliche Flächen konkurriert.  

JEL: Q12, Q15, Q18 

Schlüsselwörter: Agentenbasierte Systeme, Politikanalyse, Multi-Agentensysteme, Struktur-
wandel, Simulation. 
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Farm agent (k=1,…,K)  Investment  
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RE Rent paid  Ry,z Rent paid for plot Py,z 
S Support payments   AP 
MC Current upkeep (maintenance)   

Average number of  
adjacent plots per farm 
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OV Farming overheads   

Transport costs between farm-
stead and plot 

TC Transport costs  T Number of adjacent plots 
IC Interest paid  DIy,z Distance between plots 
HW Wages paid  R Average rent in region 
W Off-farm income    
WD Withdrawal for consumption  Production activities 
WDmin Minimum withdrawal  x (i=1,...,I) Production activity 
ε  Additional consumption  c (i=1,...,I) Variable prod. cost 
   ce (i=1,...,I) Expected variable costs 
Capital   pe (i=1,...,I) Expected product price 
CRF Capital return factor  γ  Price trend 
iec Interest on equity capital  b (j=1,...,J) Factor capacities 
ibc Interest on borrowed capital  q (j=1,…,J) Shadow price of b 
ibcs Interest on short-term borrowed 

capital 
 r (j=1,...,J) Factor demands 

 

                                                 
1  One livestock unit corresponds to approximately 500 kg alive weight. 
2  Bold letters denote vectors. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Quantitative modelling has traditionally played an important role in agricultural economics, 
with a focus on agricultural policy impact analysis. The goal of agricultural policy analysis is 
to study the effect of agricultural policies at different levels of scale, i.e., at the global, na-
tional, sector, regional or farm scale, along indicators such as efficiency or income. Quan-
titative models typically used are partial or general equilibrium models, econometric models, 
and mathematical programming models.  

The type of modelling approach chosen depends on the type of policy to be analysed and the 
question of interest. Partial and general equilibrium models, for example, are primarily aimed 
at the evaluation of trade policies or the market impact of coupled domestic price support 
policies.3 In particular, trade models take an aggregate look at agricultural production. With 
regard to individual types of farms, these models resort to the definition of 'representative 
farms' to represent the behaviour and characteristics of a group of farms. However, if the goal 
is to analyse process-oriented policies, such as direct payments as implemented by the Com-
mon Agricultural Policy reform in 1992, partial or general equilibrium models easily run into 
difficulties because the level of aggregation in many models does not allow to model land 
allocation distortions, to give and example.  

Process-oriented policies can more easily be analysed with econometric models (e.g. OUDE 
LANSINK and PEERLINGS, 1996; OUDE LANSINK and PEERLINGS, 2001, GUYOMARD et al., 1996) 
or normative mathematical programming models (e.g. KAZENWADEL, 1999; HANF, 1989; 
JACOBS, 1998; SCHLEEF, 1999; BALMANN et al., 1998a, b). However, econometric models face 
the problem that parameters are estimated for pre-reform data (SALVATICI et al., 2001). Many 
mathematical programming models are, in fact, farm-based models. Farm-based models such 
as individual farm models, representative farm models, group farm models, and farm sample 
models, explicitly view the problem from a micro-perspective, that is, the perspective of the 
individual farm or a group of farms. However, often there is an inconsistency between indi-
vidual farm behaviour and resulting market effects at higher levels of scale. This aggregation 
problem can be eased by weighting individual farms to represent, for example, regional ca-
pacities (e.g. BALMANN et al., 1998a, b; KAZENWADEL, 1999). Moreover, normative models 
are 'closed' models in that farms are allowed to adjust within a given possibility range; many 
times, these models also disregard changes in farming structure and changes in farming tech-
nology (BERGER and BRANDES, 1998).  

A criticism common to all modelling approaches discussed thus far is that they neglect a 
number of characteristic factors of the agricultural sector. In particular, aspects like the immo-
bility of land, heterogeneity of farms, interactions between farms, space, dynamic adjustment 
processes as well as dynamics of structural change have not – or in a limited way – been 
taken into account. In brief, modelling the complexity of the system has not been at the centre 
of interest.  

In spite of this, agricultural economists have viewed (regional) agricultural structures as com-
plex dynamic systems already since the early 1960s (e.g. HEIDHUES, 1966; DE HAEN, 1971; 
BERG, 1980; DAY, 1963; BRANDES, 1978 and 1985; LENTZ, 1993; BALMANN, 1995; 

                                                 
3  A comprehensive list to references and applications for these types of models is given in HECKELEI, WITZKE, 

and HENRICHSMEYER (2001) as well as SALVATICI et al. (2001). Examples are ESIM (MÜNCH, 2002), GTAP 
(HERTEL, 1997), SWOPSIM (e.g. RONINGEN et al., 1991), WATSIM-AMPS (KUHN, 2003), and FAPRI (e.g. 
FAPRI, 2003). 
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FINKENSTÄDT, 1995). With respect to agricultural structures, complexity mainly arises due to 
the following characteristics of an agricultural structure: 

- Heterogeneity of farms: An agricultural structure can be understood as a decentralised 
system with heterogeneous, individual farms. Among others, farms differ with respect to 
their size, type, factor endowment, organisational form, managerial ability, and the age of 
the farmer.  

- Interdependencies: Farms within an agricultural structure are not independent from each 
other. Rather, there are interdependencies between farms via institutions such as markets 
for land and quota, or by way of shared resource use. For example, farms usually can only 
increase their acreage if other farms reduce acreage or close down. 

- Dynamic adjustment processes: Farms within an agricultural structure constantly adjust to 
changing framework conditions given by markets, production location, policies, or exter-
nal shocks. Farm factor endowments, the financial and personal situation determine the 
degree and pace of adjustment. Because of individual actions of farms, regional agricul-
tural structures are subject to constant change. Furthermore, macro results such as market 
prices or structural change are the combined effect of individual farm activities. They feed 
back into determining the behaviour of individual farms. 

- Path dependencies: A system is path-dependent if its development is determined by its 
history; the system may be locked-in to a particular state or development path (cf. 
ARTHUR et al., 1997, ARTHUR, 1989; BRANDES, 1995; BRANDES, 1978; DAVID, 1985). A 
path once taken can only be left at high costs. Path dependencies are often associated with 
technological change, and in particular with respect to technologies with positive returns 
to scale (ARTHUR, 1989; DOSI, 1997). BALMANN (1995) and BALMANN et al. (1996) have 
shown agricultural structures to be path dependent without strong positive returns to scale. 
Regarding agricultural structures, path dependencies can be found both at the individual 
farm level as well as in agricultural policy making. At the farm level, path dependencies are 
caused, e.g. by quasi-fixed production factors which may hold up adjustment processes. At 
higher levels of scale, institutional arrangements as well as certain agricultural policies 
may cause path dependencies (cf. BALMANN et al., 1996). 

In terms of modelling complex economic systems, an agent-based modelling approach is a 
suitable approach to quantitatively model and understand such systems in a more natural way. 
In the same way, this applies to the modelling of agricultural structures. In particular, agent-
based models of agricultural structures allow for carrying out computer experiments to sup-
port a better understanding of the complexity of agricultural systems, structural change, and 
endogenous adjustment reactions in response to a policy change. In this sense, an agent-based 
model of agriculture would provide one answer to STOKER'S (1993) request "... to build em-
pirical models that are applicable to the applied question of aggregate data, but retain the fea-
ture of modeling behavior at the individual level."4  

This contribution presents the agent-based model AgriPoliS (Agricultural Policy Simulator) 
which is an agent-based model of agricultural regional structures. Central elements of AgriPoliS 
such as the conceptual framework, data structure, and variables take on previous work by 
BALMANN (1995, 1997). The model name, AgriPoliS, refers to the main application of the 

                                                 
4  It is interesting to note that Stoker at no place in his survey article mentions agent-based methodologies. 

However, at the same time, with his line of argumentation and conclusions, he sets the ground for agent-
based models. 
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model, which is the impact analysis of agricultural policies on structural change.5 The model 
maps the number of farms, selected farm characteristics as, the production structure and land 
use of the region in a certain base period. The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 
sets out the conceptual framework of AgriPoliS. Section 3 presents the implementation of the 
conceptual framework as an object-oriented computer programme. Based on this object-
oriented representation, in sections 4 through 7 define key objects and agents. Section 8 dis-
cusses the model and concludes. 

2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The core of AgriPoliS is the understanding of a regional agricultural structure as a complex 
evolving system. This regional agricultural system is shown schematically in Figure 1. The 
figure shows the interactions between the three central components of agricultural structures: 
Farms, markets, and land. 

Figure 1: Static conceptual model of a regional agricultural system 

policytechnology

Markets
Input:    labour, capital,
               quota, manure,
               land
Output:  products

Land/
space

farm4

farm1

farm3

farm2

Farms

renting land

price signals

production
influences

depends on

e.g. soil quality

 
Source:  Own figure. 

This representation can be considered typical for family-farm dominated regions in Germany 
where production cannot take place entirely independent of land. A number of individual 
farms evolve subject to their actual state and to changes in their environment. This environ-
ment consists of other farms, factor and product markets, and space, which are again all em-
bedded within the technological and political environment. Farms, land, and markets either 
directly depend on each other or they exert influence on each other. A direct dependence im-
plies that one component cannot exist without another. The mutual dependence between 

                                                 
5  Based on AgriPoliS, KELLERMANN (2002) has developed the interactive policy simulation game 'PlayA-

griPoliS', which can be used, for example, for instructive use in the classroom. PlayAgriPoliS allows the 
player to take the position of an agricultural minister and to set a variety of policies and policy combinations. 
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farms, land, and markets results from the fact that farms require land to produce on the on 
hand. Farm management practices in return influence the state of the land the quality of which 
is characterised, for example, by soil fertility. On the other hand, the mutual interdependence 
between farms and markets takes place because farms can purchase production inputs on fac-
tor markets and sell products to product markets.  

Representing this system using the abstraction of an agent-based system is appealing, not only 
because the description in Figure 1 suggests interpreting farms as individual agents. Also 
markets – be it product or factor markets, and in particular the land market – can be inter-
preted as agents that bring together and co-ordinate market activity. Before translating the 
conceptual model into a computer simulation programme in the following, the core contents 
will be sketched in more detail along the following questions:  

• What are the agents involved and what makes them heterogeneous? 

• How do agents behave and what actions are driving the system? 

• What makes up the individual agent's spatial, technical, and political environment? 

• How do interactions between agents, and agents and the environment take place in the 
model? 

2.1 Agents involved 

For the purpose of AgriPoliS an agent is defined as an entity that acts individually, senses parts 
of its environment and acts upon it (FERBER, 1999; FRANKLIN and GRAESSER, 1997; GILBERT 
and TROITZSCH, 1999; RUSSEL and NORVIG, 1995; LUCK et al., 2003; JENNINGS et al., 1998). In 
the context of regional agricultural structures, it is useful to differentiate between two kinds of 
agents: The farm agent and the market agent.6 The agents in AgriPoliS are acting entities that 
actively carry out defined actions.  

There are two types of agents in AgriPoliS, farm agents, and market agents. Of the two kinds 
of agents considered, the farm agent is the most important one. In the context of AgriPoliS, 
one farm agent corresponds to one farm or agricultural holding. In accordance with the above 
agent definition, a farm agent is an independently acting entity that decides autonomously on 
its organisation and production to pursue a defined goal (e.g. farm household income maximi-
sation). Furthermore, a farm agent reacts to changes in its environment and its own state by 
adjusting its organisation in response to available factors endowments and observable actions 
of other farm agents. 

The second kind of agent, the market agent, coordinates the working of markets. It is the re-
sponsibility of the market agent to bring together supply and demand of goods (products, pro-
duction factors) and to determine a price of the good. More specifically, in AgriPoliS, there is 
a land market agent, the auctioneer, and a product market agent. Unlike the farm agent that 
meets all the criteria mentioned in the agent definition mentioned in the agent definition 
above, the market agents can only be considered as very basic agents, whose sole objective is 
to co-ordinate the actions of farm agents on the markets for products, land, capital and labour. 

                                                 
6  In fact, there is also a third kind of agent that manages the course of actions of the other agents. The man-

agement agent coordinates the activity of farm agents and market agents in the simulation programme. It is 
responsible for initiating the actions carried out be the other two agents. 
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2.2 Farm agent actions and behaviour 

Farm agents can produce a selection of goods. In order to produce, farm agents utilise buildings, 
machinery, and facilities of different types and capacities. With respect to this, AgriPoliS im-
plements economies of size as with increasing size of production, unit investments costs de-
crease. Moreover, labour is assumed to be used more effectively with increasing size. AgriPoliS 
also aims to mimic the effect of technological progress. More specifically, it is assumed that 
with every new investment, unit costs of the product produced with this investment decrease by 
a certain percentage.  

Farms can engage in rental activities for land, production quotas, and manure disposal rights. 
Labour can be hired on a fixed or on a per-hour basis, vice versa farm family labour can be of-
fered for off-farm employment. To finance farm activities and to balance short-term liquidity 
shortages, farm agents can take up long-term and/or short-term credit. Liquid assets not used 
within the farm can be invested with a bank. Farm agents quit production and withdraw from 
the sector if equity capital is zero, the farm is illiquid, or if opportunity costs of farm-owned 
production factors are not covered.7 

Farm agents are assumed to act autonomously and to maximise farm household income. For 
this, production and investment decisions are made simultaneously based on a recursive linear 
programme including integer activities (c.f. HAZELL and NORTON, 1986). From the solution of 
the linear programme, shadow prices of production factors can be derived. Farm decision 
making is myopic or boundedly rational (SIMON, 1955, 1956, 1996), that is, agents make deci-
sions based on the information available to them, which can possibly even be wrong. Because 
of this, the decision problem of the model farms is highly simplified compared to that of real 
farmers in that strategic aspects are not included. Except for the price information on rents as 
well as product and input prices, individual farms in AgriPoliS do not know about other 
farms' production decisions, factor endowments, size, etc. On the contrary, unbounded ration-
ality would imply that farms take account of all interactions between farms, and the technical 
and political framework conditions now and in future periods and include these into the indi-
vidual decision problem.8 Farm agents are also boundedly rational with respect to expecta-
tions. In the majority of cases, farm agents follow adaptive expectations. Merely policy 
changes are anticipated one period in advance and included into the decision making process. 

New investments affect production capacities for the operating lifetime of the investment. 
This implies investment costs to be sunk. A farm agent is handed over to the generation after 
a given number of periods. In case of such a generation change, opportunity costs of labour 
increase. Accordingly, continuation of farming can be interpreted as an investment into either 
agricultural or non-agricultural training. Finally, farm agents differ not only with respect to 
their specialisation, farm size, factor endowment and production technology, but also with 
respect to the person of the farmer, and particularly with respect to managerial ability.  

2.3 Representation of the spatial, technical and political environment 

Land is an essential input for most kinds of agricultural production activities, be it for plant pro-
duction, as fodder ground, or as manure disposal area. Hence, space is a factor that cannot be 
neglected if agriculture is concerned. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) provide a way for 
organising spatial data and assigning certain properties to space. A common way to organise 

                                                 
7  As investment costs are assumed to be sunk, only opportunity costs for land and labour are considered. 
8  Currently, this cannot be implemented because of computational and methodological problems. For instance, 

there may not be a unique analytical solution to such a complex decision problem. 
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space in GIS is to define a grid of cells. A grid, or layer, categorises land with respect to at-
tributes of the cells. For example, this could be the soil type, ownership, or ecological pa-
rameters like the nitrogen load. A GIS-like representation could also be used in the context of 
an agent-based model of agriculture to achieve an explicit spatial representation as some re-
cent examples show (e.g. BERGER, 2004; PARKER et al., 2002). AgriPoliS, follows a more 
basic approach in that it does not implement a spatially explicit GIS in which the exact loca-
tion of farms and land as found in a real region is modelled. Rather, in AgriPoliS is modelled 
in a stylistic way to implement some, but not explicit, spatial relationships. In the current ver-
sion of AgriPoliS, space is represented by a set of cells/plots assembled into a grid to form a 
kind of cellular automaton (Figure 2).  

Figure 2: An idealised grid representation of an agricultural region 

 
Source:  Own figure. 

One individual plot represents a standardised spatial entity of a specific size that can take dif-
ferent states. In this idealised representation, all factors not directly relating to agriculture and 
land use (roads, rivers, etc.) were eliminated. The coloured cells represent agricultural land 
that is either grassland or arable land. Plots not used in agriculture are black. On some of the 
cells, farmsteads are located. They are marked with an X. The total land of a farm agent con-
sists of both owned and rented land. All plots of land belonging to one farm agent are marked 
with the same colour; cells, which are owned, are surrounded by a box.  

The technological environment is given by technologies of different vintages and technologi-
cal standards. Over time, technology is assumed to underlie a constant technological progress 
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created in the up-stream sector, but not on the farms themselves. Farm agents are assumed to 
benefit from technological progress by way of realising additional cost savings when adapting 
new technologies. The political environment represents the third building block of a farm 
agent's external environment besides space and technology. Agricultural (and environmental) 
policies affect the farm at different instances such as prices, stocking density, direct pay-
ments, or interest rates.  

2.4 Agent interactions 

The concept of interaction between agents is central to agent-based systems. Interaction takes 
place when two or more agents are brought into a dynamic relationship through a set of recipro-
cal actions. Interactions develop out of a series of actions of agents whose consequences in re-
turn effect the future behaviour of agents (FERBER, 1999). Interactions between agents take 
place either directly or indirectly, whereby an indirect interaction occurs through another agent.  

At this development stage, agents in AgriPoliS interact indirectly by competing on factor and 
product markets. Interaction is organised by market agents that explicitly coordinate the allo-
cation of scarce resources such as land or the transaction of products. Direct interactions be-
tween agents, for example for directly negotiating on rental contracts, are not considered at 
this stage of the model development.  

In AgriPoliS, the land market is the central interaction institution between agents. In reality, 
the land market is of particular relevance, as farms very often cannot develop independently 
of land. In the case of Germany, livestock production is directly linked to the provision of 
land for fodder production or manure disposal. In this sense, land is a central prerequisite for 
farm growth. In Germany, farms predominantly grow by renting land additional. Because of 
this, AgriPoliS considers a land rental market, but does exclude a sales market for land. With 
regard to land, the ownership structure consists of family farms owning some land and exter-
nal land owners. The latter are not modelled explicitly but farm agents rent their land. When 
AgriPoliS is run, land available for rent on the rental market stems from two sources: One is 
farms that have quit production and withdrawn from the sector, the other is land released to 
the market due to the termination of rental contracts.  

In brief, the land allocation process works as follows.9 To allocate this free land to farms, in 
AgriPoliS an iterative auction is implemented in which an auctioneer (market agent) allocates 
free plots to farm agents intending to rent additional plots of land. Farm agents' bids for par-
ticular plots of land depend on the shadow price for land, the number of adjacent farm plots 
and the distance-dependent transport costs between the farmstead and the plot. The auctioneer 
collects bids, compares them, and allocates free plots to farm agents. The auction terminates 
when all free land is allocated or if bids are zero. As both arable land and grassland are con-
sidered, the auction process alternates between these two land qualities.  

2.5 Central modelling assumptions 

As with every model, AgriPoliS rests on a number of assumptions. Two kinds of assumptions 
can be differentiated. On the hand, there are assumptions that represent central characteristics 
of an agricultural system. These form the corner stones of the model. BALMANN (1995) has 
listed the central characteristics of agricultural systems and structures, which shall be men-
tioned here again. 

• The evolution of agricultural structures follows a dynamic process, 
                                                 
9 For details see sections 5.2.1 and 6.1. 
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• Agricultural structures are path dependent, i.e. the history of the system determines its 
present state significantly and certain events are irreversible, 

• For the most, decision making follows goal-oriented economic considerations, 

• Certain activities, decisions and actions are indivisible, 

• There are feedback mechanisms, particularly on the local scale, between the actions of 
individuals and between the results of individual actions. 

On the other hand, there are assumptions that are model specific and are necessary to make 
the model operational and to keep it tractable and clear. Assumptions in particular concern 
farm behaviour, expectation formation, the definition of the planning period, and the repre-
sentation of markets and the interaction with other sectors. These assumptions will be men-
tioned and discussed in this and later chapters where applicable. 

3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL 

3.1 Object-oriented structure and design 

A natural way of transferring the conceptual framework presented above into a computer pro-
gramme is to use an object-oriented programming language such as C++, Java, or Smalltalk.10 
Object-orientation provides away to break a problem into components. In brief, object-orien-
tation describes a system of entities in terms of elements called objects. Objects consist of 
data (or attributes) and actions (or methods). The data represent the state of the object. The 
actions operate on an object's data and change it. For example, a farm agent's investment ac-
tivity (action) changes the agent's capital endowment (data). In other words, an object pro-
vides functionality in terms of data and actions.  

A programme built using an object-oriented design usually contains a large number of ob-
jects, of which many are the same. For example, in an agricultural structure all objects repre-
senting farms will be treated in basically the same way. When designing a computer pro-
gramme such as AgriPoliS using objects it is therefore sufficient to describe the behaviour of 
sets of similar farms as a whole. A group of objects with the same data and actions is called a 
class. Because of this, it is actually more common and useful to define the functionality of 
classes instead of individual objects in the design of object-oriented computer programmes. 
To summarise, object-oriented programmes thus consists of a set of classes, he data associ-
ated with these classes and the set of actions the classes can be asked to undertake.  

One key to understanding object-oriented design is to view the objects as living, intelligent 
entities of various types (REISS, 1999). They are living in the sense that their properties 
change over time. Objects are intelligent in that they can undertake actions and know how to 
perform them.  

To visualise and document the design of an object-oriented computer programme it is con-
venient to use a standardised language such as the 'Unified Modeling Language' UML 
(BOOCH et al., 1999). UML simplifies the representation of complex software design. Accord-
ingly, a representation of a class based on UML is given in Figure 3. The upper part the class 
representation shows the class name. The middle and lower parts list the attributes and the set of 
methods that the class can be asked to undertake.  

                                                 
10  This section on object-oriented design is largely based on REISS (1999) who gives an intuitive introduction to 

object-oriented programming and design. 
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Figure 3:  UML-representation of a class consisting of attributes and methods 

Class

Attributes

Methods
 

Source:  Own figure. 

When building an object-oriented programme, one is first concerned with identifying the in-
dividual classes, then with defining the data and actions of these classes, and finally with de-
scribing the connection between classes. Figure 4 shows the object-oriented class design of 
AgriPoliS. Class names, as used in the C++ programme are in parentheses. The grey shaded 
classes are agent classes.11 

Figure 4:  Object-oriented design of AgriPoliS 
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Source:  Own figure. 

A 'navigability' connection between two classes denotes the flow of information between 
classes. For example, a farm agent needs to know where it is located in the region, but not 
vice versa. Aggregation denotes a collection. A region, for example, consists of a number of 
plots.  

                                                 
11  For reasons of clarity, the figure does not show attributes and methods. The complete model code can be pro-

vided by the author upon request. 
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For the model to perform its task, it is not necessary that all classes are related with each other 
and can evoke each other's methods. In the figure, lines are used to express different kinds of 
relationships between classes. In general, a line between two classes denotes an association 
relationship. Properties of this line, such as the arrowhead, are used to specify the character of 
the association further. For example, the relationship between classes FarmAgent and 
LP/MIP is implemented as a one-way association by using an arrow. This indicates that a 
FarmAgent object can invoke the methods of the LP/MIP object, but not the other way 
around. Likewise, a farm agent knows its location by querying the Region object to return 
the position of the farm in the region (FarmAgent → Region), but the reverse is not pos-
sible. Another type of association is aggregation, denoted by a diamond. For example, the 
line from Region to Plot starts with a diamond, which denotes an aggregation. In this case, 
the region contains a set of plots. Similarly, each list of production contains a set of products. 

From the classes shown in Figure 4:  Object-oriented design of AgriPoliS, four kinds of ob-
jects can be derived: Objects representing agents (Farm, Auctioneer, Product-
Market), objects representing production inputs and outputs (Product, Product-
List, Labour, InvestObject, InvestList, Plot, Region), results and 
data management objects (SectorResults, DataOutput, DataInput, LP/MIP) 
and the Manager which controls the programme flow.12 Accordingly, agent objects use the 
functionality embodied in input and output objects to achieve their respective goals. Results 
and data management objects offer some auxiliary functionality in that they provide optimisa-
tion methods on the one hand, and functions to summarise farm data on the other hand. 

3.2 Model dynamics 

Whereas Figure 4 presents the static structure of the AgriPoliS model, Figure 5 illustrates the 
dynamics which are implemented and controlled by the Manager objects. As can be seen, 
the Manager essentially includes two model phases, the initialisation phase, and the simula-
tion phase. In the initialisation phase, the model structure, as described in section 2, is created. 
This includes the creation of objects based on the class definitions, and assigning values to the 
respective attributes of the various objects. The initialisation phase ends with further indi-
vidualising farms with respect to attributes for which empirical data is not available or diffi-
cult to obtain.  

Following the initialisation phase, the simulation phase starts with setting the political frame-
work conditions that is valid during the subsequent simulation period. Following this, the 
Manager invokes the Auctioneer agent to carry out the land auction to allocate unused 
land to farm agents. After the land auction has finished, farm agents have the possibility to 
invest in new machinery, buildings, or equipment, and following this to produce using the 
available production factors. After production, the Manager invokes the Market agent to 
bring together production of all farm agents in the respective region and to determine a price 
for each type of product produced by the farm agents. 

 

                                                 
12 As mentioned in section 3.2.1, the Manager can also be interpreted as an agent. 
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Figure 5: Model dynamics implemented in the Manager class 
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Source:  Own figure. 

At the end of each simulation period, farm agents assess their economic performance during 
that particular period. Based on this assessment and given prospective policy changes, the 
farm agents form expectations about the next production period to decide on whether to con-
tinue or stop farming. For this decision, farm agents take into account all possible adjustment 
options such as off-farm labour opportunities, selling excess quota, and terminating land 
rental contracts. Fixed assets cannot be disinvested due to the mentioned sunk cost assump-
tion. Results for each individual farm agent and the sector as a whole are written to an output 
file. The simulation terminates when the number of specified simulation periods is reached. 

4 INPUT AND OUTPUT OBJECTS 

Input and output objects subsume all those objects that are necessary for agents to transfer 
inputs into outputs in the case of the farm agents or to organise a market. Each of these are 
described in the following.  

4.1 Production factors 

Production factors in AgriPoliS primarily concern the classical production factors land, labour, 
and capital, whereby the factor capital includes both money and assets for production.  

4.1.1 Land 

The spatial representation in AgriPoliS is organised by way of cells (see Figure 2), called plots 
(class Plot) of equal size. Taken together, the plots make up the entire region (class Region). 
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Plots differ with respect to three aspects: Land quality, usage structure, and ownership. Re-
garding land quality, AgriPoliS considers two qualities: Arable land and grassland. Land of ei-
ther quality is assumed to be homogeneous. Regarding the usage structure, agricultural utilised 
area classifies as either managed land or abandoned land. And finally, at the outset of the model, 
agricultural utilised area is either owned by farm agents or rented. All land not owned by farm 
agents is assumed to belong to external land owners which are not explicitly modelled. The in-
dividual plots in AgriPoliS are characterised by a number of attributes defining the plot's state, 
its location on the grid of plots, and its location relative to the location of the farm interested in 
renting the plot or the farm agent managing the plot already. A plot of either land quality can 
take different states: 

• No agricultural use; 

• Abandoned land currently not managed; 

• Grassland or arable land; 

• Plot rented by farm agent k; 

• Plot is farmstead; 

• Plot is owned by farm agent k. 

4.1.2 Labour 

Labour is supplied in three forms (class Labour). The first is labour supplied by the farm 
family. The amount of farm family labour is derived from accountancy data; it is expressed in 
labour units.13 Furthermore, farms can hire additional workers either on a fixed contract basis 
or on an hourly basis. Hiring fixed labour is treated as an investment for a period of one year. 
The total labour capacity is determined in the mixed-integer programme, where variable la-
bour and fixed labour are activities. 

In addition to hiring labour, farms can also offer their own farm family labour on the labour 
market. This offers the possibility for non-professional farming, on the one hand, and reducing 
the overall farm labour if necessary on the other. Corresponding to hiring labour, fixed and 
variable off-farm labour activities are introduced as activities in the mixed-integer programme. 

4.1.3 Capital 

To produce, a farm agent needs capital both in the form of liquid funds to pay running costs, 
and in the form of fixed asset capital (investments), which determine a farm agent's produc-
tive capacity.  

Investments are introduced into AgriPoliS by way of an investment catalogue (class Invest-
List). This catalogue depicts a list of investment objects containing investment possibilities 
and production technologies typical for the region under investigation. The investment cata-
logue is available to all farm agents and it provides the basis for investment decisions by the 
farm agents. The individual objects in the catalogue differ with respect to the type of invest-
ment (e.g. dairy, fattening pigs, machinery), as well as the size of the investment reflected in 
the production capacity. For each type of investment, the catalogue contains a variety of sizes. 
Differently sized objects affect a farm agent in three ways: First, the effect of a larger scale of 
production is reflected in lower average annual unit costs compared to an object of the same 

                                                 
13  One labour unit corresponds to the annual labour input in hour provided by one worker. 
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type, but of smaller size. Second, larger investments are also considered to have lower labour 
requirements relative to smaller investments. 

Third, over time, the technology underlying investment objects is assumed to improve, 
whereby larger investment objects are assumed to be technologically more advanced. Al-
though technological change is not modelled explicitly by way of changing the technical coef-
ficients of production, AgriPoliS nevertheless aims to mimic two effects of technically more 
advanced production technologies. On the one hand, AgriPoliS assumes that with every new 
investment, unit production costs of the product produced with this investment decrease. The 
extent of this cost-saving effect depends on the technical standard of the investment (see sec-
tion on cost expectations). 

Stated more formally, each investment object dihI ,,  (h=1,…,H) to produce product i  
(i=1,…,I) is defined by the set of attributes in Table 1.14 Maintenance costs are expressed as a 
percentage of total investment costs.  

Table 1: Investment attributes 

• ID-number 
• Type of investment (d) 
• Investment costs (€) 
• Production capacity (heads or hectares) 
• Maximum useful life (periods) 
• Labour substitution (hours) 
• Maintenance cost (% of investment costs) 
• Technical change factor (%) 

 

In particular this is the investment's type d  (d=1,…,D), investment costs, production capac-
ity, maximum useful life, labour substitution in hours, maintenance costs, and a factor repre-
senting the impact of technological change. Maintenance costs are expressed as a percentage 
of total investment costs. 

The maximum time that an investment can be used in production is given by its useful life. 
Before any investment object has reached its maximum useful life, the object cannot be sold. 
Accordingly, an object's salvage value at the end of the useful life is zero such that it is non-
tradable. This particular assumption has important consequences for the decision making of 
farm agents because it implies that investment costs are fully sunk once an investment is 
made. Because of this, depreciations not variable and treated as fixed costs in any case.  

Capital required for production and investments is considered in three forms: Short-term 
credit, long-term credit, and liquid equity capital.15 Short-term credit is taken up by farms in 
the case of short-term liquidity shortages. The amount of short-term credit is not explicitly 
limited but interest is higher than for long-term credit, which therefore sets a kind of natural 
limit for borrowing in the short-term. 

Long-term borrowed capital can be used to part-finance investments. It is assumed that a 
maximum share )1( v−  of investment costs is part-financed with borrowed capital with the 
remaining share v  representing the equity financed share. Borrowed capital for investment is 

                                                 
14  For more clarity subscripts i, and d will be omitted in the following. 
15 Liquid equity capital is defined as total equity minus land assets minus equity bound in asset capital. 
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supplied by an annuity credit that runs for the entire useful life of the investment. The maxi-
mum amount of borrowed capital is also not directly restricted. Nevertheless, it is assumed 
that a farm only invests if the equity financed share of total investment costs does not exceed 
a minimum equity reserve threshold MR  value given by  
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That is, there is a limit on the maximum equity capital that can be used for investment. The 
limit is introduced to prevent putting the substance of the farm at risk.16 

4.2 Production activities 

Production activities in AgriPoliS are distinguished into livestock production (e.g. fattening 
pigs, turkeys), plant production activities (e.g. crops, sugar beets, grassland), short-term capi-
tal activities (e.g. short-term borrowing), short-term labour activities (e.g. short-term hiring), 
and 'additional' activities. Most livestock and plant production activities are consist of the 
production of marketable products. Exceptions are grassland production activities and silage 
maize, which serve as intermediate products for livestock production. Additional activities 
relate to those activities besides capital and labour which are needed to balance capacities in 
the short-run. This includes, for example, manure disposal, machinery contracting, or milk 
quota lease. Similar to investment objects, each individual production activity is characterised 
by a set of attributes (Table 2).  

Table 2: Production attributes 

• ID-number 
• Production branch (e.g. sows for breeding, dairy production) 
• Product produced with investment Io of type d 
• Price (€/unit) 
• Variable unit production costs (€/unit) 
• Price flexibility 
• Price trend (% change per period) 
• Support payment (direct payment) (€/unit) 

 

In the simulation, products are managed by the farm agents in a product list that keeps track 
of the total units produced as well as the gross margins associated with each product. Product 
prices change in response to developments on product markets. Variable unit production costs 
are affected by technological change, on the one hand, and by the individual managerial abil-
ity of a farm agent. 

                                                 
16  This means that 70% of land assets LA  and 30% of total equity-financed fixed assets have to be covered by 

total equity capital 1−tEC  at all times. The parameters 0.3 and 0.7 produced the most plausible results in a 
set of try-out simulations with AgriPoliS. 
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5 THE FARM AGENT17 

To characterise the farm agent, it is useful to first describe why farm agents do what they do 
and based on what. That is, this section will first describe a farm agent's behaviour and the 
goal of its actions before describing the farm agent's actions. 

5.1 Behavioural foundation 

5.1.1 Farm planning 

To model the behaviour of farms it is necessary to make assumptions about goals, expecta-
tions, managerial ability, and the variety of actions that a farm agent can pursue. AgriPoliS 
assumes each farm agent to maximise farm family household income in any one planning 
period. One planning period corresponds to one financial year. That is, a farm agent aims for 
maximising the total household income earned by farm family members either on the farm or 
outside the farm.18 The action space given to farm family members is defined by on-farm fac-
tor endowments (land, labour, fixed assets, liquidity), the situation on markets for production 
factors and products, the vintage of existing fixed assets, technical production conditions, 
overall economic framework conditions (work opportunities outside the farm, interest rate 
levels, access to credit), and the political framework conditions. 

In order to maximise household income, farm factor endowments, production activities, in-
vestment possibilities, and other restrictions need to be brought together and optimised simul-
taneously. A suitable setting for this is a mixed-integer optimisation problem, the solution to 
which gives the optimal combination of action possibilities subject to the given framework 
conditions. Figure 6 shows matrix of the optimisation problem. 

In this scheme, investments and fixed labour are considered non-divisible. They are therefore 
introduced as integer activities. The set of constraints consists of on-farm production capaci-
ties, but some constraints also reflect political framework conditions, such as the set-aside 
requirement, the limit on livestock density, or the nutrient balance. In more formal terms the 
mixed-integer optimisation problem is expressed as 

),,,,,,,,,,(max KMFALGLICBCLREDMPY e rI,A,c,,px, e  
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This optimisation problem produces the vector q  of shadow prices for scarce resources. Par-
ticularly the shadow price of land Landq  is of interest because it provides the basis for the pro-
duction of bids in the land auction (see section 5.2.1). 

                                                 
17  In this section, subscript k is omitted to increase clarity. All formulae concern one farm agent only. 
18  The assumption of household income maximisation is reasonable in the current version of AgriPoliS as it is 

applied to a region with only family farms, where the majority of the workload is done by unpaid farm fam-
ily labour. If other organisational forms such as corporate farms would be considered, this particular assump-
tion would probably need to be reconsidered to reflect potentially different goals of corporate farms. 
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Figure 6: Exemplary scheme of a mixed-integer programme matrix19 
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 Objective function Gross margin 

Liquidity (€) x  x x x x   x x 
Min. equity capital reserve (€)    x x x   x x 
Labour (h)  x  x x x x  x x 
Utilised agricultural area (ha)    x   x    
Winter fodder (ha)     x      
Livestock capacities (places)     x    x  Fa
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Machinery (ha)   x x  x   x  
Organic N-balance (kg N/ha)    x x      
Rape seed max. (% of UAA)    x  x     
Sugar beet max. (% of UAA)    x       
Set aside (% of UAA)    x  x     
Milk quota (litres)     x   x   
Direct payments (€)    x x x     O
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Stocking density (LU/ha)    x x x     
Notes:  c=continuous activities, i=integer activities. 
Source:  Own figure. 

5.1.2 General remarks about expectation formation 

Production planning, investment, but also the decision to continue or quit farming is based on 
expectations about future developments of prices, costs, technologies, investment possibili-
ties, and policies. In AgriPoliS, farm agents can form short-term expectations about the next 
planning period. However, farm agents are not capable of forming long-term expectations. 
With respect to all other future periods, they expect prices and costs to remain constant.20 By 
doing so, dynamic effects resulting from expectations about the development of markets and 

                                                 
19  Compared to highly differentiated and detailed farm-based linear programming models (e.g. KAZENWADEL, 

1999; MÜLLER, 2002), the optimisation model in AgriPoliS is aggregated. In view of a very detailed representa-
tion of the farm organisation the chosen aggregation can be considered to be a rather crude simplification com-
pared to the actual planning situation and question faced by real farms. However, with respect to the objective of 
AgriPoliS it is not the specific farming system which is of interest in this study but rather a basic representation 
of central organisational characteristics as well as financial/economic considerations. 

20  This assumption has some implications in particular for investment activity because farm agents make long-term 
investment decisions on the basis of short-term expectations. If farm agents would be able to articulate medium 
or long-term expectations, some investments probably would not be made. The introduction of long-term expec-
tations might be desirable but currently it is limited by practical problems. It appears to be particularly difficult 
to consider short-term and long-term expectations simultaneously. The problem would be even more complex if 
expectations would also be made with respect to the behaviour of other farm agents.  
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demand developments are neglected. Farm agents also follow the same pattern of expectation 
formation, i.e. there is no differentiation between optimists and pessimists.  

5.1.3 Price expectations 

Regarding prices, farm agents follow adaptive expectations defined in terms of the weighted 
geometric average of actual and expected prices.21 A farm agent bases all planning decisions 
on expected prices. This is obvious because actual prices are only determined at the end of a 
production period as a result of farm activity. The expected price of production activity i  in 
period 1+t  is determined as  

I,1,ifor0and10with)( 1)1(
,,1, K=>≤≤⋅⋅= −−

+ pppp i
e

titi
e

ti αγαα  (3)

The coefficient γ  controls for a price trend of production activity i , whereby prices increase 
(decrease) if 1<γ  ( 1>γ ). In AgriPoliS the actual price and the expected price in period t 
are equally weighted, i.e., 5.0=α . 

5.1.4 Cost expectations 

A farm agent also forms expectations about production costs. With regard to cost expecta-
tions, livestock and plant production activities are differentiated from the additional produc-
tion activities. 

For the group of additional production activities, the farm forms cost expectations in the same 
way than price expectation, however, without the price trend introduced for product prices. 
Accordingly, expected costs of additional production activities are calculated as the weighted 
geometric average  
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Cost expectations for livestock and plant production activities are determined in a different 
way in order to introduce the cost-saving impact of technologically more advanced produc-
tion technologies. With respect to this, it is necessary to distinguish between plant production 
activities and livestock production activities.  

As mentioned above, it is assumed that the technological standard of production technology 
improves with time. Thus, with every new investment into livestock production, the expected 
production costs e

tic 1, +  of livestock production activity i  produced with investment object oI  
are computed as 

I,1,ifor  10with,,,1, K=<≤⋅−=+ lcfcc tiioti
e

ti , (5)

whereby factor f  represents the size of the investment. The factor is higher for larger invest-
ments. 

                                                 
21  Unlike the more common definition as the weighted arithmetic mean, the chosen definition tones down ex-

pectations for period t+1 if expected prices and actual prices in period t differ (cf. BALMANN, 1995).  
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On the subject of plant production activities, cost savings can only be realised as a combina-
tion of larger machinery together with larger field sizes.22 Expected costs of plant production 
activities e

tic 1, +  are thus a function  

I,1,ifor10with0,0,1, K=<≤⋅−=+ lclcc ii
e

ti  (6)

of costs at the outset of the simulation adjusted by a factor l  which is a function of the aver-
age number of adjacent plots and the size of the farm. The factor l  thus captures the effect of 
larger field sizes. It is defined as  

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+⋅+

−⋅⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡

+
−⋅=

)110/(1001
45.01

/1001
15.01

t
t APZ

l .
 

(7)

Figure 7 shows values of l  for different farm sizes and average numbers of adjacent plots. 
Accordingly, a farm agent with initially little and scattered land can realise large cost savings 
if it considerably increase its acreage. The potential cost effect is much lower if a farm agent's 
acreage is already high and if the plots are in the neighbourhood. 

Figure 7: Expected cost savings for machinery investments depending on farm size 
and the average number of adjacent plots 
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Source:  Own figure. 

5.1.5 Expectations about policy changes 

When forming expectations about the next planning period, policy changes have to be taken into 
account as well, particularly if changes are expected to be strong. It is assumed that a farm 
agent knows about major policy changes one period before the policy becomes effective. This 
influences decision making primarily when it comes to evaluating the farm agent's profitability 

                                                 
22  KUHLMANN and BERG (2002) quantify the cost difference between a 1 ha plot and one of 60 ha at 250 €/ha 

which corresponds to about a third of the current revenue for wheat. 
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at the end of a planning period (see section 5.2). In AgriPoliS, no general expectation forma-
tion with regard to policy changes is implemented. Rather, depending on the policy setting to 
be simulated, specific assumptions and expectations have to be formulated and introduced 
into the model. 

5.1.6 Managerial ability 

In real world agriculture, the economic performance of farmers can differ substantially even if 
they operate under more or less the same production conditions using the same production 
technologies. These differences in the economic performance of farmers are often attributed 
to differences in the managerial ability of farmers (NUTHALL, 2001; ROUGOOR et al., 1998). 
Managerial ability can be understood as the ability of a farm agent to use its technology to 
realise all potential cost savings. Accordingly, production costs are lower if managerial ability 
is higher. In AgriPoliS, the managerial ability of a farm agent is introduced by a factor m , 
which is drawn randomly from a uniform distribution at start-up. The factor affects produc-
tion costs of all products in the initial period according to  

0,0, i
new
i cmc ⋅=  . (8)

In the current version of AgriPoliS, farm agents cannot learn and improve managerial ability. 

5.2 Farm actions 

During one planning period, a farm agent passes through a number of steps, shown in Figure 8. 
Each step describes an action.  

Figure 8: Course of events in one planning period for a single farm agent 
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Source:  Own figure based on BALMANN (1995). 
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Based on the figure, the most important actions undertaken by a farm agent are renting land 
(renting additional land and disposing of unprofitable land), investment, production, farm 
accounting, and the decision whether to quit farming or stay in the sector. 

5.2.1 Renting land 

As mentioned at several points during this chapter, the land market is of particular relevance. 
As farms predominantly grow by renting land, AgriPoliS only considers a land rental market. 
As shown in Figure 2, in AgriPoliS, all farmland is categorised as plots of the same size. Plots 
are not divisible, and their size is fixed during one simulation run. Accordingly, the size of a 
plot defines the smallest unit by which farm acreage can change. Initially, each farm agents is 
endowed with a certain amount of land consisting of owned and rented land. Regarding the 
duration of a rental contract, no formal contract length is introduced in AgriPoliS. Instead, it 
is assumed that a farm agent can terminate unprofitable rental contracts at the end of each 
planning period. Rental contracts for profitable plots remain valid.23 Accordingly, land is 
available for rent either because a farm agent withdraws entirely from agriculture or because 
rental contracts are terminated.  

In each period, land available for rent is allocated to farms in an iterative auction. In order to 
be eligible for renting one additional plot a farm agent is asked by the auctioneer agent to 
make a bid for a particular plot in the region. Assuming that transport costs and the exploita-
tion of economies of size for machinery (see section 5.1) influence the renting behaviour, a 
farm agent aims at renting a free plot which is closest to the farmstead and next to other plots 
belonging to the same farm agent. The maximum price, or bid, zyBID ,  for plot zyP ,  of either 
land quality is a function of both transport costs zyTC ,  between the farmstead and the plot, 
and the number of adjacent plots T . It is defined as 

0for)(

20for)(

82for)(

,,

,,

,,

=−⋅−=

≤<+⋅−=

≤<⋅+⋅−=

TTCqBID

TTCqBID

TTTCqBID

zyLandzy

zyLandzy

zyLandzy

δβ

δβ

δβ

 with 10 << β .

 

(9)

Parameter β  reduces the bid to reflect other costs associated with leasing land such as taxes, 
administrative costs, labour costs and fees as well as the farm agent's additional rent derived 
from renting this plot. Accordingly, β  represents the proportion of the shadow price of an 
additional plot remaining with the farm agent. The higher the value of β –and therefore the 
higher the bid – the larger the proportion of the shadow price of land that is eventually passed 
on to the land owner. A higher bid also increases the probability of a farm agent to receive the 
plot it wishes. In this respect, the difference )( ,zyLandLand TCqq −⋅− β  can also be interpreted 
as a kind of security mark-up. Moreover, if the desired plot is next to other farm plots, a sur-
charge δ  is added to the bid. If the bid is highest compared to other farms, the farm agent 
receives the plot. 

An obvious problem with this procedure is related to the fact that the shadow price of land is 
only determined for one additional plot at a time. In fact, because of the indivisibility of in-
vestment options, the shadow price for land derived from the optimisation model may po-
                                                 
23  This assumption is quite different from rental contracts in reality, which usually involve a long-term commit-

ment for a number of years.  
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tentially change rapidly if calculated for more than one plot at a time. For that reason, it 
would be reasonable if farm agents could bid for more than one plot at a time. This poses 
computational difficulties, though, as different bundles of plots would need to be tested to 
derive the maximum shadow price from a combination of plots. Therefore, in addition to the 
shadow price for only one plot the average shadow price for renting eight plots at a time is 
calculated. The maximum shadow price of one additional plot and of eight additional plots is 
then taken as the basis for the bid. 

Similar considerations apply when a farm gives up rented land to increase its overall profit-
ability (see section on farm accounting).24 In this case, a farm would give up the rented plot 

zyP ,  if the shadow price does not cover the plot's costs consisting of the rent zyR ,  and trans-
port costs zyTC , , that is if 

)(max ,,
,

zyzy
zy

Land TCRq +< .25 (10)

After giving up a plot, the farm recalculates the shadow price of land. The procedure is re-
peated until the shadow price of land is at least equal to the costs of a plot. Unless a farm 
agent withdraws from agriculture altogether, it is not possible to let owned land in order to be 
rented by other farm agent.  

In AgriPoliS, the rent paid for a plot does not exactly correspond to the bid given in the land 
auction. This has two reasons. The first is that shadow prices can vary significantly between 
farms. Hence, rents would differ significantly between farms, which would affect the farm 
agent's competitiveness. The second reason is that this does not correspond to reality. In real-
ity most new rental contracts include a passage that places rents in the context of an average 
regional rent. To reflect this, the actual rent paid for a newly rented plot is calculated as  

RBIDR zyzy ⋅= ,, , (11)

i.e., is it derived from the weighted geometric average of the bid zyBID ,  given in the auction 

and the average regional rent R  with equal weights. Figure 9 shows this relationship graphi-
cally.  

                                                 
24  Here, the number of adjacent plots is not taken into account. 
25  Adjacent plots are not considered when rental contracts are terminated. 
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Figure 9: Rent adjustment for new rental contracts 
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Source:  Own figure. 

As it is often the case in reality, also the rent fixed in older rental contracts is adjusted. Fre-
quently, such an adjustment is due to strong product price changes, policy changes, or 
changes in the regional reference rent. In AgriPoliS, the adjusted rent new

zyR ,  for old contracts is 
the weighted geometric average of the average rent in the region and the previous rent of the 
plot  

)1(
,,

λλ −⋅= zy
new

zy RRR , (12)

whereby the weight λ  is given by the share of newly rented land in the entire region. De-
pending on λ  and the average regional rent, the adjusted rent develops close to the initial bid. 
This is plotted in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Rent adjustment for old rental contracts 
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Source:  Own figure. 

5.2.2 Investment 

Farm investment activity is typically concerned with the purchase of machinery, buildings, 
facilities, and equipment. As investment and production are mutually interdependent, they are 
considered simultaneously in the mixed-integer planning programme presented in section 5.1  

Investments in AgriPoliS take place in two steps, investment planning and the actual invest-
ment. In the first step, the farm carries out planning calculations based on the farm planning 
problem presented in section 0. During the planning calculations, be it in the context of renting 
land or for production, a farm agent takes investment opportunities into account. However, 
during all planning calculations the agent does not invest in real terms but plans 'as if' he in-
vested, i.e. production capacities are not actually changed. The number, kind, and combina-
tion of investments are not restricted. In principle, a farm agent only invests in one object or a 
combination of objects if the expected average return on investment, determined in the farm-
planning problem, is positive, i.e. if total household income increases. For investment-plan-
ning purposes, all expenditures and payments related to an investment are distributed equally 
over the investment's useful life and considered in the optimisation. Accordingly, the average 
annual costs hAC  of investment ihI ,  considered in the objective function of the farm-plan-
ning problem are calculated as 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
++⋅−= h

h
Nihh MC

N
vCRFvAAC

hbc ,)1(  (13)

Maintenance costs hMC  are expressed as a percentage of total purchase costs. The average 
annual opportunity costs of equity capital bound is determined as 
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Only in the second step, based on the planning calculations, the actual investment activity 
takes place (see Figure 8) resulting in a change of production capacities. After investment, 
depreciation and repayment are determined as shown in Table 4. 

5.2.3 Production 

Each farm agent is assumed to optimise production in any one planning period subject to avail-
able production capacities using the planning approach described in section 5.1 above. All pro-
duction activities enter the optimisation as continuous activities. That is to say, products are 
assumed to be fully divisible.  

In addition to fixed assets (buildings, machinery, equipment), production requires liquidity to 
cover running costs in the short-run. Products produced continuously throughout the year 
(mostly livestock production) have a constant demand of working capital, which in AgriPoliS is 
defined as liquid assets. Other products such as crops are seasonal products and therefore re-
quire working capital only during parts of the year. To overcome short-term liquidity shortages, 
farm agents can take up loans to finance working capital.  

5.2.4 Farm accounting 

The financial year of a farm agent ends with an annual financial statement. This statement 
produces indicators on incomes and profits, the stability and financial situation of the farm 
agent, and the remuneration of fixed factors. Table 3 shows a list of selected variables in the 
financial statement.  

Table 3: Indicators calculated in the financial statement 

Indicator (end of period t) Calculation 
Profit (farm income) (t) =  Gross margin 

+ Interest on working capital 
+ Subsidies  
- Rent paid 
- Current upkeep of machinery and equipment 
- Depreciation 
- Farming overheads 
- Transport costs 
- Interest paid 
- Wages paid 

  
Household income (t) = Profit  

+ Off-farm income 
  
Farm net value added (t) = Profit  

+ Rent paid 
+ Interest paid 
+ Wages paid 

  
Equity capital (t) =  Equity capital (t-1) 

+ (Household income – Withdrawal) 
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Change in equity capital is an indicator of a farm agent's economic stability. A farm is eco-
nomically more stable the higher the equity-debt ratio of the farms, i.e. the higher the share of 
equity capital in total capital. Consequently, it would be reasonable for a farm to stop farming 
if equity capital is less than zero. In this case, all own resources, which could be used, for 
example, as credit security are used up.  

Accumulation of equity capital is the result of balancing total farm income with living ex-
penses. In AgriPoliS, the equity capital stock increases because total household income is 
greater than withdrawals. Regarding withdrawals, it is assumed that each family labour unit 
working on the farm consumes at least minWD  per year. A share ε  of the remaining farm 
household income after deducting minWD  is consumed in addition to the minimum with-
drawal. The remaining share )()1( minWDY −⋅−ε  is then charged to the farm agent's equity 
capital. Table 4 shows this. 

Table 4: Definition of variables used in financial statement (selection) 

Variable (at end of period t) Definition 
Equity capital WDYECEC t −+= −1  
Withdrawal minminmin )( WDWDYWDWD +⋅−≤≤ ε   

with 10 ≤< ε  
Gross margin agricultural products  )( cpx −′=GMA  
Interest on borrowed capital  ),f( BCiBCIC =  
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Farming overheads GMAOV ⋅= γ  with 1≤γ  

Current upkeep  
(maintenance) 

∑
=

=
S

c
cMCMC

1
 

Rent paid ∑∑=
y z

zyRRE ,  

Transport costs )f( , zyDITC =
  Liquiditya) ect ALAECL −−= −1  

Interest on working capital LiIR ec ⋅=  

Notes:  a) Liquidity is updated throughout the accounting year whenever the total equity capital stock 
changes due to investment or disinvestment.  

Lasting farm profitability requires that all farm-owned production factors (own land, family 
labour, liquid equity capital, and quota) receive an adequate payment when used on-farm. To 
assess farm profitability, all on-farm production factors have to be valued at their opportunity 
costs (Table 5). Since costs of fixed assets are assumed to be sunk, they are not considered in 
this calculation. In the case of handing over the farm to the next generation, opportunity costs 
of labour are also higher if a farm is handed over to the next generation. This reflects the 
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comparable industrial salary a successor could potentially earn if he/she would not take over 
the farm. Accordingly, a successor would only take over the farm if the farm were able to 
generate income that is at least as high as the opportunity costs. 

A decision on whether to quit is necessary subject to the expected household income in future 
periods. As mentioned above, the planning horizon of a farm agent is one period. Hence, the 
calculation of expected household income takes account of investment possibilities and off-
farm employment possibilities in the next period. Moreover, expected household income rests 
on the assumption that a farm agent's land endowment does not change. The resulting ex-
pected household income is contrasted with the opportunity costs of all on-farm production 
factors.  

Table 5: Opportunity costs of production factors 

Factor… valued at… 

Farm family labour Off-farm income 
Labour of farm successor Comparable industrial salary 
Working capital Long-term savings rate 
Owned land Average regional rental price 
Milk quota Quota price 
  

If expected household income does not cover opportunity costs, it is rational for the farm to 
quit and use all production factors outside the farm. This decision rule defines a very clear 
threshold between quitting and staying. In some instances, it may be reasonable to blur this 
threshold, for example, by introducing a tolerance margin in which farms stay in business 
despite of higher opportunity costs.  

6 FACTOR MARKET AGENTS 

6.1 Land auctioneer 

Compared to a farm agent, the auctioneer is a very basic kind of agent. The auctioneer to co-
ordinates the auction of free plots by collecting bids from farm agents; it then compares the 
bids, and finally allocates a free plot to the highest bidder. The auctioneer acts on behalf of 
land owners who are not engaged in farming, but receive all rent payments. The exact auction 
process is illustrated in Figure 11 using UML notation. According to this figure, the order of 
events is the following: Triggered by the Manager class, the auctioneer carries out an itera-
tive auction of free plots. It does so by asking each farm agent intending to rent additional 
land to produce a bid for one plot. As discussed in section 5.2.1, the farm does so by first 
searching for a free plot closest to the farmstead. It then determines a bid for that plot based 
on a combination of the shadow price of land, the number of plots adjacent to the desired plot, 
and transport costs. Following, the auctioneer ranks the bids and allocates the desired plot to 
the highest bidder. As farm agents can only bid for one plot at a time, the bidding procedure 
continues until all plots are allocated or the highest bid is zero. In a final step, the auctioneer 
determines the actual rental price that is to be paid for the plots just allocated. In addition to 
setting the price for new rental contracts, the auctioneer also initiates the price adjustment of 
old rental contracts by applying the rent adjustment procedure shown in section 5.2.1. This 
ends the land allocation procedure.  
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Figure 11:  Sequence diagramme of the land auction 
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Source:  Own figure. 
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6.2 Product market 

The product market agent determines a market price for all produced outputs in any one pe-
riod. For this, the market agents make use of a number of price functions. The demand func-
tion for agricultural products in AgriPoliS assumes neither a fully elastic nor a fully static 
demand. Analogously to the function for gross margins developed in BALMANN (1995) it is 
assumed that for most products of products i  the price in period t  is a function  
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where 0,ip denotes the initial price of product i at the outset of the simulation (period t=0), the 
coefficient iγ  controls for a price trend over time, and the last term allows for price variation in 
depending on the cumulative quantities produced by K farm agents. The parameter tib ,  repre-
sents price flexibility which is equivalent to the inverse demand elasticity (cf. BALMANN, 1995).  

The price function differs for selected products. In particular this is:  

• Piglet production: Piglets are assumed to be used as intermediate inputs in fattening 
pig production. For this reason, the total quantity of piglets produced is reduced by the 
quantity of piglets used for fattening pig production.26 

• Milk quota: Since the year 2000, prices for milk quota in Germany have been deter-
mined in quota auctions. Implementing such an auction would be a complex matter 
(comparable to the land auction). Regarding quota, AgriPoliS therefore implements a 
highly simplified quota market in that it reflects only the results of quota auctions. In 
principle, farms can buy and sell quota indefinitely. But, to keep milk production 
within realistic limits, the price of quota is related to a regional reference quota 27 If 
milk production is above (below) the regional reference level plus a 10% tolerance, 
the quota price rises (falls) by a given percentage. The quota market as implemented 
in the model resembles a quota leasing market. To prevent quota from leaving the re-
gion, the marginal revenue of selling quota is less than the marginal revenue of buying 
additional quota. 

• Manure trading: Regarding manure trading, farm agents generally pay to dispose of 
excess manure, on the one hand. On the other, farm agents receive payments for tak-
ing excess manure up to a given limit. Manure trading is not limited to the region. 
That is why in the simulation there may be more farms taking up manure than farms 
disposing of manure and vice versa. Similar to the market for milk quota, the price of 
disposing manure rises the more excess manure is offered.  

 

                                                 
26  At the current development stage, there is no interdependence between the price of piglets and the gross 

margin of pig fattening. 
27 The regional reference quota is calculated as the total number of dairy cows in the region to be modelled 

times the average milk yield in that region. A tolerance range of ±10% around the regional reference quota is 
assumed, so that it does not function as the exact threshold value for price changes. 
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7 DATA INPUT, RESULTS PREPARATION AND DATA OUTPUT 

AgriPoliS has an interface to a spreadsheet file that includes data on the regional agricultural 
structure to be studied to initialise the model. The file contains data on individual farm agents 
(family labour, machinery, buildings, production facilities, land, production quota, liquid as-
sets, and borrowed capital) as well as regional data (number of farms, farm types, total land). 
Figure 12illustrates the procedure of reading data into AgriPoliS in a schematic way. 

Figure 12: Schematic representation of AgriPoliS input and output 
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Source: Own figure 

On the input side, data – broadly speaking–input consists of farm accountancy data, regional 
statistics, and stylised data on technical coefficients, prices and costs. On the output side, 
AgriPoliS compiles aggregate data at the sector level (class SectorResults), on the one 
hand, and individual farm data, on the other hand. More specifically, data output at sector level 
and at farm level (class DataOutput) include data listed in appendix. Based on these indica-
tors it is possible to draw conclusions with respect to production, economic performance of 
farms, production intensity, income distribution, and farm structure.  

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented AgriPoliS, an agent-based model of regional agricultural structures. The 
set-up of AgriPoliS concentrates on modelling core components of family-farm dominated 
agricultural structures: Farms, product and factor markets, land as well as interactions be-
tween them. Inevitably, AgriPoliS rests upon many specific assumptions about agent behav-
iour, interactions between agents and parameters. Because of this, results and possible conse-
quences ought to be interpreted and questioned against the assumptions made. For example, 
individual farm agents' sole objective is to maximise farm household income in addition to a 
very limited foresight of one period. Because of this, farm agents make decisions based on 
income expectations about the next period and do not account for changes in following peri-
ods. Assumptions are necessary to keep the model tractable, i.e., to make it computable and to 
ensure the co-ordination of agents. Although they should be carefully chosen, assumptions are 
always subjective in nature. Nevertheless, simulations of the reference scenario show plausi-
ble results compared to actual empirical observations and economic reasoning (see e.g. HAPPE 
and BALMANN, 2003; HAPPE and BALMANN, 2002; BALMANN et al., 2002).  

The subjective nature of assumptions equally applies to the decision on the definition of core 
components of agricultural structures. Unavoidably, many other influencing factors that may be 
regarded important (by others) have been left out and not taken into consideration. For example, 
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one could envisage to extend the model by considering companies along the process and 
value chain. Besides the definition of core model components, the definition of adjustment 
possibilities defined in AgriPoliS can be considered relatively narrow, in particular, as alter-
native production activities are defined exclusively based on typical production activities un-
dertaken in the past (e.g. intensive livestock production or crop production). Moreover, real-
world adjustment reactions such as possibilities to merge farms or co-operative resource use 
of farms were not considered.  

Hence, with respect to further extension, a dilemma opens up. On the one hand, there is the 
attempt to find a good, precise and valid representation of real agricultural structures that in-
cludes important phenomena and components of the system. On the other hand, there are lim-
its set by the complexity of a respective model. Although AgriPoliS maps basic components 
and adjustment reactions (but by far not all), the model itself has reached a level of complex-
ity and specificity that makes it increasingly difficult to comprehend the implications of the 
model and to connect causes and effects. Further extensions may bear the danger that the 
model becomes so complex that it cannot be comprehended in itself is of no explanatory use 
(HANNEMAN and PATRICK, 1997). Hence, authors writing on simulation generally ask for 
models to be as simple as possible (e.g. BANKES, 1993; HANNEMAN and PATRICK, 1997; 
MANSON, 2002). In addition, time restrictions have to be considered. This relates to the 
computing time necessary to simulate a region over a specified number of periods and to the 
time devoted to model development and validation. The actual modelling and calibration is 
even more time consuming. 

A lesson learned with regard to modelling structural change in agriculture is that as much as 
structural similarity between the model and reality is desirable, the modeller needs to be able 
to communicate the model, its assumptions, limitations and results, openly to an audience 
consisting of colleagues, knowledgeable experts, students and policy makers. This is mostly 
relevant because formal validation procedures cannot be applied in a straightforward manner 
to agent-based simulation and certain assumptions such as size effects have been a subject of 
heavy disputes among experts. So, critical discussion and exchange also represent a part of 
the validation process.28 

Nevertheless, simulations with AgriPoliS and its precursor show results which are compara-
tively robust to parameter variations. Although the sensitivity analyses represented only a 
limited attempt at investigating the behaviour of AgriPoliS in a formal manner, the obtained 
results are in line with results obtained from simulation experiments carried out before this 
study using AgriPoliS or precursors of AgriPoliS. Moreover, results fit empirical observations 
such as slow structural change, persistently unexploited economies of scale, and income dis-
parities (BALMANN, 1999).  

To conclude, a model such as AgriPoliS offers many opportunities to look at the dynamics of 
agricultural structural change from new and different perspectives using a range of analysis 
methods. AgriPoliS, therefore, can be considered a promising tool for further policy analysis. 
To overcome the limitations posed by complexity, modellers will have to carefully extent 
AgriPoliS and conducts intensive tests periods at each new development step. This also ex-
tends to the implementation of different policy scenarios. Overcoming the shortcomings of 

                                                 
28  These challenges are not solved by the steady increase in computing capacity. More computing power might 

shift problems related to the computability of complex models. However, ever powerful computers cannot 
solve problems relating to cognitive capacities of the modeller and the audiences as well as the fact that com-
plex models are prone to errors. Finally yet importantly, data availability becomes restrictive the more differ-
entiated the models become. 
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complex simulation models will depend to some extent on further progress in information 
technology, methodological progress, the resourcefulness of its users, and continuous training 
of future researchers.  
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APPENDIX 

Tabelle A-1: Data output at farm and sector level (selection) 
Farm level Unit   Sector level Unit 
Structure   Production  
Farm size ha  Region totals ha, LU 
Economic size ESU  Inputs  
Farm type   Total land input ha 
Main income source Part-time/ 

full-time 
 Total capital input € 

Owned land ha  Total labour  h 
Rented land ha  Investment  
Production   Investment expenditure € 
Output in quantities ha, LU    
Output in value €  various units 
Costs   

Sector totals of farm level data 
 

Overheads €  Farm level Unit  
Maintenance €  Financial situation  
Depreciation €  Profit € 
Wages paid €  Equity capital € 
Rent paid €  Change in equity € 
Interest paid €  Net investments € 
Annualised average costs of fixed 
capital 

€  Income and labour  

Variable costs €/unit  Labour input h 
Subsidies   Family labour h 
Direct payments  €  Farm net value added € 
Land   Total household income € 
Economic land rent €/ha  Off-farm income € 
Rent paid arable land €/ha    
Rent paid grassland €/ha    
Balance sheet     
Total assets €    
Total fixed assets €    
Total land assets €    
Liquidity €    
Borrowed capital €    
Short-term borrowed capital €    
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